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Development of
Environmentally
and Body

Friendly Wood-based Material

Not just for the
environment,

Whoa, I smell
the wood!

ta-da!

It says
[Wood Composite Hall]

Hey,
let’s go in!

What do
you research
here?

We make
new wood
based
materials.

If the materials are all
natural, it would seem
better for nature too!

I am the
“doctor”
here!

Wow,
thank you!

wahaha…

For example, you
gather up enough
bits of tiny leftover
wood,

a “particleboard” glued
with sucrose
and citric acid

And guess what this
glue is made from?

pack it in a pressing machine, and
look! You get a
wooden board!

munch
Wood based
u
m nch
materials?

We are developing an entirely natural wood material that uses glue

sucrose

Many of the glue that is
used today come from fossil
resources, and they come with
safety issues as well.

Furthermore,
just by cutting
it a certain
way,

My eyes used to suddenly hurt or
I would smell something funny
when I’d go into a new house,

but those things won’t
happen anymore if the
material are natural!
Build your interior
furniture with wood
material like that…

Welcome to
my laboratory!

mix in glue,

The answer is this!

Oh, you know
what?

Doctor!?

Well well..
Some tea,
perhaps?

a structure built
purely of natural
material is good
for the human
body too.

Hmmm…

it’s wood, so
some type of
wood glue?

That’s why
we are trying to develop a
safe glue that doesn’t use
fossil resources.

wood will then
absorb more toxic
substances that
cars and such
exhaust.

and they are
healthy and
fashionable!

Not just houses,
but many products are
going to be much more
safer than today!

chomp!

citric acid
made from sucrose
which is the main
element in sugar,
and citric acid which is
found in lemons.

Lemon tea!?

Harm-free for the body
and the environment.
That’s what new materials will be from here on!!

Sorry, can’t eat it
though…

* Industrially, citric acid are produced from starch and sugar.
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The End
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